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Article Body:
Many people who know in the back of their minds that they got the possibility to transform a m
Although it is a very natural feeling and sometimes even a real life need or deep inner quest

It is no wonder that the U.S federal laws encourage long term payments in both cases like Stru

- In some countries around the world it is legal to pay for lottery winning in one lump sum. E

- Ordinary people who get into their possession a very large sum of money don´t really know ho

- Even if they invest their money, they go for high risk speculative investments as they try t

- They become over generous with their family and friends, they buy their children homes, cars

- They listen to shrewd business people who talk them into investing into all kinds of busines

- All kind of addictive behaviors like betting horse races or going to play the roulette in th

- Believe it or not but criminal elements might engage in putting pressure to extort monies fr

- Charity institutions start to call all day and night asking for donations to a very noble ca
- His own children, some times his spouse becomes very greedy and exert emotional pressure to

As I have shown you above, getting a large lump sum of money might be a risky thing, this is I
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